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This fieldwork report
presents the results of
an archaeological survey
conducted by Burton
MacDonald and his team
in the area between
Shammakh and Ayl in
southern Jordan. The
report consists of eight
chapters, and nine
appendices. The first

chapter introduces the project’s objectives, the study
area, previous work, the methodology and the type of
sites recorded during the fieldwork. Due to the huge
area that the survey covered (590km²); three
topographic zones (all mountainous and hilly, ranging
in elevation from 1200m to more than 1500m asl) were
chosen for investigation. One hundred and fifteen
squares, 500×500m each, were randomly selected for
thorough inspection. Twelve squares were located in zone
1, 26 squares in zone 2, and 70 squares in zone 3. Each
square was systematically traversed by the survey team and
any evidence of past human activities was recorded as a
site. By the end of the two-year project, 366 archaeological
sites had been recorded. A list of all sites, their coordinates,
their names (if known) and their possible functions is
included in a table at the end of Chapter 1.

Chapter 2 of the report is a description of a number of
squares, randomly chosen from the three zones for this
purpose. Besides the description of the selected squares,
in terms of their geographic and topographic locations
and characteristics, there is information about the
archaeological periods represented at each square. There
are also drawings of the finds, lithics and pottery, and
tables of the analysed ceramic sherds (type, fabric
colour, surface treatment and decoration). Chapter 3 is
the core of the monograph, consisting of 335 pages
of site descriptions. It is more or less a site ‘gazetteer’
with information about each site’s name, coordinates,
periods represented, general description, finds drawings,
and tables presenting analysis of materials collected.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the archaeological

evidence of the Palaeolithic period, in this region dated
from approximately 1.5 million to 40 000 years ago.
Material culture of this age comes from the three zones,
and Geoffery Clark uses statistical methods to
determine the distribution of lithics across time and
space. The author uses the data from the study area to
introduce new approaches to understand and analyse
better the archaeological evidence of this age.
He concludes that the Middle Palaeolithic (250 000–
40 000 years ago), unlike the lower and upper periods,
is well attested in the study area.

Chapter 5 is a summary of the settlement patterns and
site distributions across the study area, based solely on
the analysis of surface ceramics. It starts with a brief
discussion of the Holocene climate based on studies of
the southern Levant. The author, Burton MacDonald,
then discusses the different factors that clearly impact
settlement patterns, particularly natural resources such
as water, soil and minerals. The climate and distribution
of natural resources both affected the distribution of
settlements throughout the prehistoric and historical
periods in the study area. The climatic studies indicate
cyclical wet and dry periods, and the archaeological
evidence shows that these correspond to changes in the
density of human occupation. The ceramic evidence
reveals that the area witnessed substantial human
occupation during the following periods: Chalcolithic–
Early Bronze (4900–2000 BC), Iron II (1000–539 BC),
Nabataean (63 BC–AD 324), Roman (63 BC–AD
324), Byzantine (AD 324–640) and Late Islamic
(AD 1517–1917). Sites with agricultural function such
as villages, hamlets and farms, as well as watchtowers and
forts, are the most common types of sites in the
abovementioned periods. The illustrations in this
chapter, mainly maps, and the tables are informative
and can be easily read and understood.

Chapter 6 presents a different set of data that includes
ancient north Arabian inscriptions, tribal brands
(wasms) and rock art drawings. The north Arabian
inscriptions use the characters of an ancient writing
system that is found within northern Arabia and the arid
lands of the Levant. The date of these inscriptions is
uncertain as they generally lack a written date formula,
and this issue is still being debated among epigraphists.
Five ancient north Arabian inscriptions are published in
the monograph besides tens of tribal brands. The latter
are certain symbols of circles, angles, lines and other
shapes. Each symbol is thought to refer to a certain tribe,
pointing to its existence or control in the area where these
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symbols are found. The same symbols were used to
mark the bodies of domestic animals to indicate their
ownership by the Bedouin tribes. Tens of rock art
drawings, ancient and modern, were also recorded in
the study area. They resemble, in subject and location,
the rock drawings from other parts of Jordan, the
Levant and Arabia. Overwhelmingly, they show
animals, humans and unidentified figures.

Chapter 7 consists of one page explaining the details
of a seal impression on a jar rim. The seal is dated to
the Early Iron Age (twelfth to eleventh centuries BC)
on the basis of stylistic characteristics of the depicted
figure. Finally, the five pages of Chapter 8 summarise
the previous chapters and present the outcomes of the
overall project. In brief, this work is comprehensive,
informative and adds to our knowledge through new
data. More importantly, by bringing some of the
abundance of archaeological remains in this region to
publication, the volume should motivate new research
questions and further fieldwork.
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cities of the Roman East. 2017. Oxford: Oxford
University Press; 978-1-9878-4548 £100.

By AD 200, many cities
of the Graeco-Roman
East boasted great
colonnaded main streets
often executed in the
fashionable Corinthian
order with its elaborate
column capitals. At
some sites not overlain
by modern towns, these
colonnades have in
part survived or been
re-erected. An iconic

example at the Hellenised early Arab oasis city of
Palmyra, Syria, became the target for symbolic partial
destruction by Da’esh in 2017. Another, chosen by

Ross Burns for the cover of his new book on the origins
of such “exercise[s] in urban stagecraft” (p. 5), is the
great porticoed main street of Apamea in western Syria,
which originally ran arrow-straight for almost 2km
across the city. That at Antioch, buried under modern
Antakya, Turkey, ran for 3km, and in Burns’s view vies
with the main axes of that other great Hellenistic
metropolis, Alexandria, on the Nile delta, as the
probable archetype of this Roman-era architectural
concept. Both of these date to the turn of the first
millennium, but suchmajestic thoroughfares were largely
a phenomenon of the later first and second centuries AD.
As Burns explains, they visually opened up, unified,
and made yet grander, cityscapes already replete with
splendid sanctuaries and market places, public baths
and theatres, to which they were usually a late addition.
Creating them often involved enlargement of existing
routes, but still caused major disruption, with
piecemeal construction taking generations (some
schemes, including at Palmyra, were never finished).
Accommodating existing monumental structures could
also make their courses crooked. Still, they enhanced or
created de novo central routes for commerce and
ceremonial processions, separating carts and pack-
animals from pedestrians, and providing spacious, lofty
flanking galleries for business and leisure, now sheltered
from sun and rain.

Burns, an historian and archaeologist rather than an
architectural historian, is an adjunct professor at
Macquarie University, Sydney. In this new work,
through examination of multiple examples and
consideration of their potential sources of inspiration,
he seeks to identify the origin and reasons for the spread
of this spectacular architectural fashion, which in the
first two centuries AD became almost de rigueur for
important cities of Rome’s Greek-speaking provinces
from AsiaMinor through Syria and the Levant to Egypt
and Cyrenaica. Yet this fashion never caught on in the
Latin-speaking West, even in other Mediterranean
provinces or, curiously, in the heart of Hellenism, the
Peloponnese. Why the difference?

The possible inspirations and history of the rise of
colonnaded urban axes are examined in the first four
chapters. Specific cases illustrating the evolution of the
phenomenon are presented in the subsequent quartet,
with the third set of four chapters covering the massive
programmes of the early second century, plus a
consideration of why this form remained confined to
the East. The conclusion examines their function,
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